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Work done and doing 

• First of all, in the project we say that we can 

organize the academy which is basic need so we 

can do this and arrange an academy.  

• Second, we meet the parents and guardians of the 

children for the purpose of education. And they will 

be easily agreed with us. 

• Third, in the project we say that we can bought 

some stationary for children and distributed it to the 

child. So, we can do this and distributed some 

books and register. Proof is attached here        
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• Fourth, we organize the plenty environment and 

this regard we can arrange the academic time in 

the evening at the time such as 4pm to 7pm 

o'clock. 

  

• Fifth, awareness about covide-19 so we can aware 

the child as well as many people. For child we told 

him that the covid-19 is very harmful various and 

how they keep himself from this various. In this 

regard we arranged them in lines and using 

colleen's and provide them to mask (to put on 

mouth) for save yourself  

• Sixth, we provided basic education such as how 

spend time in these days we told that they are not 

play with anyone in these days and alone live to 

end of covid-19 also we tell him that if you cannot 

continue their education then they become idle and 

idle men are no more Live's 
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Some other photos which we capture for proof is 

attached belove, 
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